
In any crop-- vegetables, tree fruit, nuts or vines -- you seek that perfect 
balance between proper nutrition and adequate protection. Your ability to 
identify yield-robbing threats in season can mean the difference between 
an abundant harvest, and a disappointing yield. 

When you partner with the local advisors at Endeavor Ag & Energy, we work 
beside you to put our knowledge and resources into action. With the right 
set of extra eyes looking out for your operation, together we can find issues 
and fix them before they become problems for your crop.

Contact our CCAs and Full Service Agronomy Team!

Hamilton 877-969-1122 

Wayland  269-751-1020  

Traverse City  800-435-5143 / 231-946-5836

Endeavor Ag & Energy (formerly CHS Hamilton) is locally staffed by your 
familiar agronomy team.  We’re committed to your success; and backed by 
two successful, competitive cooperatives already established in Michigan.  
Our teams at Hamilton, Holland, Traverse City and Wayland appreciate your 
continued trust in serving your agronomy, propane, grain marketing and 
feed needs. We will work hard every day to earn it. 

Partner with us on sap testing throughout the season! This analysis delivers 
insights to help you develop crop nutrition strategies based on cutting-edge 
science. This data drives critical nutritional adjustments that can be made in 
your operation weeks before there is a problem.   Find out more!

ENDEAVOR
Ag & Energy

Endeavor Team + Agro-K:

long-term sustainability

thick roots, uniform stands

overall orchard health

fruit texture, size, color

better travel, long shelf-life

Ask about 
Prepay 
Preferred
Pricing!

Our Local Team Finds and Fixes Issues Before They 
Impact Yield or Orchard Health

Need to Order Science-Based Sap Test Labels?

Need a Pallet? Need a Case? Let’s Work Together

Our team is the area’s preferred Agro-K business partner.  Endeavor Ag & 
Energy’s local agronomy staff adds their knowledge and experience to the 
respected Agro-K plant physiology-based system for full-season nutrition 
strategies that achieve faster, more profitable, science-based results.

Plus, We Bring Agro-K’s Science-Driven Approach

www.endeavorllp.com

Learn more about the Science-Based Approach!

THE RIGHT SCIENCE 
BEHIND YOUR SUCCESS.
 Identify imbalances and improve nutrition at critical growth stages. With Endeavor & Agro-K.


